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For Mom
Thank you for keeping me alive

while I was a useless, floppy baby.



Sleep, Charlie...



For in dreams we discover secrets ...

... terrible, weird, gross secrets ...

... secrets about our weird gross selves.



“Whaaaaaaat? Where am I?”



“You’re in DREAMSPACE, Charlie!”

“DREEEEAAAAMMMSSPPPAAACCCCEEE!!”



“Dreamspace is the realm that exists within the

deepest confines of your unconscious mind!”



“Everything here is meaningless, but so is real life so whatever!”



“Great. I’m just going to wake up, okay?”



“... no.”



“Look at that sad, gross dream creature!”



“Look at it! It’s in trouble, Charlie!

Look at its glum melon-face!”



“I dunno, it looks fine to me. Although I guess i don’t

really know what fine looks like for a thing like that.”

“Look closer, Charlie!”





“Ohhhhh my god, what happened to it?”



“Infecting the prismatic, and draining them of their precious hues.”

“The grayness spreads, Charlie.”



“Oh. Okay?”



“Come with us, Charlie! We need to save Dreamspace!”

“I’m a seahorse now!”



“Look at the infinite suffering dream creatures

on these infinite lush dream hills, Charlie!”



“Doesn’t the infinite suffering bum you out?”

“Doesn’t it bum you out?”



“Why do my dreams have infinite hills of suffering?”



“It’s the grayness, Charlie! We need to stop it

before it spreads to even more infinite hills!”



“What exactly is the gra ... whoa! I almost stepped

on a dream creature! Sorry about that!”

“Don’t worry about it, buddy.”



“I used to be a normal, regular dream fox you know. But then

the grayness touched me and now I’m all floppy and gross.

You need to stop the grayness, Charlie.”



“Look at me, Charlie. Look at how weird and terrible my hot

fox body has become. Life used to be so manageable.”



“I realize you don’t know what I used to look like, but trust me.

I used to have a hot fox body and I don’t anymore. I have this

weird floppy blob body now and it’s all thanks to the grayness.”



“You can keep walking, don’t worry about me. I’ll roll off and

you’ll never have to deal with me and my lumpy bod again.”



“I’m just going to lie here on the ground until life gets better.”



“Hurry up Charlie, we’re almost there!

It’s just through this sticky goo wall!”



“Don’t think about what the wall is made of or why it’s so

sticky! And don’t get any in your mouth. DO NOT GET ANY IN

YOUR MOUTH, CHARLIE. KEEP YOUR MOUTH SUPER SHUT.”



“Just close your eyes and walk through...

Just close your eyes and walk through...”



“Ugh. It’s warm. I wasn’t expecting it to be warm.”



“Yaaaay you did it Charlie! You walked through the blood wall!

That’s right, blood! Yup, a whole big wall of blood! And blood

has to come from somewhere, right? Don’t think about it!”



“Now that you’ve been purified by the magic of dream blood,

you can enter the forbidden depths of Dreamspace and

confront the grayness! What an adventure!”



“Dreamspace Portal, we summon you! Take this cleansed beast

to the deepest and darkest of dream realms! Take Charlie

to the terrifying source of the grayness!”



“OH NO OH NO WHAAAAAAAAAATTTT!”



It is only after we lose ourselves completely ...

... that we are able to see who we truly are.



Thus, to ever fully know yourself ...

... you must first split into various horse chunks.



“Oh, hey Charlie.”



“I’m you. The source of the grayness is you. And no,

I don’t really know what any of this is supposed to mean.”



“Wait, are you dream-me or me-me?

And why are we messing up Dreamspace?”



“I don’t know the answer to either of those questions.

I was just planning on lying on this big rock until I woke up.”



“Is it okay if I lie next to you and wait to wake up too?”



“Yeah, that ...

that would be really nice.”







“Sigh.”


